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for twelve years, david monn’s magical way of seeing the world has 
brought beauty to hundreds of clients through his event-planning 
firm in new York City. a state dinner at the White house, a 
metropolitan museum of art Costume institute Gala, once-in-a-
lifetime birthday celebrations—every lucky guest knows that there is 
no party like a david monn party. Called “the architect of style” by 
the New York Times, monn uses sound, sight, scent, touch, and taste 
to design events to be “shared, lived, and felt” by everyone there. 

a new book, David Monn: The Art of Celebrating (The vendome 
press, november), invites readers to experience twenty-six fabulous 
events created and orchestrated by david monn. lavish photographs 
showcase events as varied as celebrations of life’s milestones—such 
as weddings, bar and bat mitzvahs, and birthdays; to summertime 
parties; to galas designed to support venerable institutions such as 
the new York public library and the Guggenheim museum.

monn’s designs are more than just events; they are inspirational architectural showpieces as well as tributes 
to classical design. he has surprisingly simple lessons to share in this volume. as he likes to say, it starts with 
“not just looking at, but really seeing” the world around you. it involves understanding the importance, 
in everything you do, of his three favorite words: authenticity, scale, and detail. readers will be inspired to 
apply david’s ideas to their own special events by considering a home not just as a collection of rooms but 
as “a living environment,” and thinking of a birthday not as merely another party but as “a milestone of 
accomplishment and growth.” 
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monn draws from his personal archive of 20,000 photographs to reveal the unique beauty of each event and 
show readers how he puts his ideas to work. he also offers an exclusive tour of his spectacular manhattan 
loft—which has never been published before.

as david says, “Celebrate life. it’s not folly, it’s taking the time to actually do it. . . . it’s about turning a day 
into something special. it’s not reckless abandon; stopping to celebrate makes people feel good. We should 
celebrate as much as possible.” 

With more than 200 never-before-seen photographs of amazing experiences, David Monn: The Art of 
Celebrating is meant to inspire and show readers that, by applying simple guidelines, they too can have  
beauty in their lives.

aboUt the aUthor: david monn’s clients 
include social leaders across the country as well as a  
Who’s Who of brands and institutions. 


